
RAD Autonomous Remote Services Device vs. Mobile Guarding

Delivering Up to 80% Savings
and Improved Performance

DUTY PERFORMED        RAD      MOBILE GUARD

See all RAD units and their 
applications on other side

 *  AVA, ROSA, Wally 180°, SCOT, ROAMEO 360°
** Power is required for most RAD devices
Details subject to change without notice.
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Starting at
$1 per hour 

Human Detection                                       SPORADIC 

Vehicle Detection                                       SPORADIC 

Audible Interaction          SPORADIC 

Autonomous Responses    

Line of Sight*                   180° | 360°         VARIES

All Data Recorded

Digital Messaging

Highly Visible Deterrence

Risk of Incident Escalation

Uptime                                   99%+             SPORADIC 

License Plate Detection

24/7 Surveillance

No Facilities Needed**

Compare at 
$25+ per visit

 833-499-1090 
www.roboticautonomousservices.com



Wally
A wall mounted version of the SCOT device
Say hello to Wally! This wall mounted unit seamlessly integrates with all other RAD devices and provides 
edge-to-edge 180° field of vision. As easy to install and scale as other RAD hardware, Wally deploys RAD’s 
innovative artificial intelligence-based technologies to enhance an organization’s situational awareness, 
communication and control. Wally takes full advantage of the RAD Software Suite and includes all of the 
features of RAD’s SCOT tower in a smaller package that’s ideal for corporate campuses, parking structures, 
exterior areas, and lobbies and buildings; anywhere that increased visibility is needed at a fraction of the 
cost. Wally is also available with RAD’s exclusive Health Screening Option (HSO) enabling face mask 
detection, temperature analysis, employee and visitor screening analytics.

ROSA
Responsive Observation Security Agent

ROSA is a security supplemental device that includes critical autonomous response to help simulate 
security personnel actions at a fraction of the cost. The device’s 180° field of view through dual 

SCOT
Security Control Observation Tower

SCOT is RAD’s flagship product. Standing over 7’ tall, SCOT is capable of manning and monitoring locations 
24/7, and at a fraction of the cost of manned security personnel, while providing a host of concierge services 
(see next page). The unit’s 360° field of view through four high-positioned, hi-resolution, full-color, always-on 
digital cameras place eyes on property and periphery unlike any other product.

SCOT can be positioned and engaged to monitor and record both human and vehicle activity in any 
environment, indoors or outdoors. RAD's feature of SuspectSpotter uses artificial intelligence for accurate 
detection of persons – and then can perform a variety of actions based on location, time of day and day of 
week.

AVA
Autonomous Verified Access
AVA is a compact and mountable unit that seamlessly integrates with all other RAD devices and provides 
an edge-to-edge 180° field of vision with advanced access control over gates and entries. As easy to install 
and scale as all RAD hardware, AVA deploys RAD’s innovative artificial intelligence-based technologies to 
enhance an organization’s situational awareness, communication, and control. AVA takes full advantage of 
the RAD Software Suite aimed at providing a comprehensive access control package that is ideal for 
storage yards, parking structures and lots; anywhere that increased visibility is needed at a fraction of the 
cost.

RAD Devices Overview
Robotic Assistance Devices (RAD) is offering advanced physical security technology as part of 
an innovative approach to servicing our clients. RAD currently offers these hardware solutions:
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hi-resolution, full-color, always-on digital cameras provide 24/7 visibility and monitoring. ROSA can also be used to recognize and deter 
loitering. This device's continually active analytics – all built-in – create an alert based on the end-users’ particular needs.  An internal 
countdown timer is then created, and if the identified people remain in view of the device beyond the established time, an alarm and alert 
is activated.


